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The Tycoon's Trophy Wife
Fighting to survive, Misty Elton takes one look at the man standing in front of her
and knows she needs to make a decision – does she want to live? Discovering that
her boyfriend is storing enough drugs to supply a small country, she looks for an
escape route. He's standing in the doorway – standing in the way of her
freedom.Misty has nothing left – no family, no friends, no one she can rely on. She
is all alone and frightened. Managing to get past her ex, she flees, running away
and landing in Seattle, she changes her appearance, her name, her life.After a
year, she begins to feel safe. Her ex won't find her. She's beginning to pick up the
pieces of her once shattered existence and carve out a new world for herself.That
is, until a tall, well-dressed man shows up at her job and tells her they need to talk
– and he knows her real name. Fleeing to get away from him, she rushes to the
back room and grabs her Taser. When she hits him with it, she thinks she's home
free.She's not.All Misty has done is really tick off Bryson Winchester, and all he's
trying to do is help her by getting her scum of an ex off the streets.Misty has a
choice to make. Is this a man she can believe in? Is any man worthy of her
precious trust? She'll find the answers, though they may not be what she expects
or wants – her entire world is about to be turned upside down, because not only
will she find there are some men out there worth trusting – she will find out the
secret of her birth – the reality of who she really is.Some things should stay in the
past – and others… Other things will come back with a vengeance.

Torn (Torn Series, Book 1)
Proud Greek, Ruthless Revenge - Chantelle Shaw Thanos Savakis watches stunning
Tahlia Reynolds like a wolf stalking its prey. She wronged the Savakis name, and
for that she will be punished.A proud, loyal man, Thanos seeks shamelessly to
make her trust him, then destroy her! But when he touches her creamy skin the
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stakes drastically change. Retribution is best served warm, passionately and
behind closed doors. He plans to have Tahlia at his beck and call—until he finds out
she's more unworldly than he first thought The Power of the Legendary Greek Catherine George Isobel James, the last single girl (or so it seems!), can't believe
she's come to Greece on her "own," but she had to escape the wedding fever
that's gripped her best friends.When reclusive tycoon Lukas Andreadis finds Isobel
washed up on his private beach, he thinks she's another journalist acting the
"damsel in distress." He whisks her to his villa, where interrogation leads to
seduction. Now Isobel's struck down by something much more dangerous than
wedding fever—a powerful infatuation with the legendary Greek The Greek
Millionaire's Mistress - Catherine Spencer Gina Hudson is in Athens to settle an old
score, not fall into bed with her enemy's right-hand man. But she's underestimated
the power of Mikos Christopoulos. No-strings sex is what Mikos expects. But soon
his mission becomes more, and he whisks Gina away to his island retreat. He
thinks she is a perfect part-time mistress—until he starts to want this woman for
the rest of his life

Taken by a Trillionaire
One day, Lucy visits Lorenzo, head of the Zanelli Merchant Bank, in order to save
her late brother’s company from collapse. However, due to a dreadful incident in
the past that left Lorenzo with an undying resentment for Lucy’s brother, he
refuses to listen to her pleas. At her wit’s end, Lucy says she’ll do anything to save
the company. Lorenzo isn’t about to let that statement slide. After a forceful kiss,
Lorenzo lures Lucy into a devious contract?now he’ll have his revenge!

The Billionaire's Revenge
The pirate tycoon: Brooding, dangerous hotel tycoon André Gauthier has whisked
Kira across the Caribbean Sea to his stunning island hideaway. He doesn't just
want to bed her with a ruthless passion…he wants revenge! The kidnapped
mistress: One hot touch has Kira desperate to slip back between André's sheets!
But first she must tell him that she's having his baby…. André is convinced Kira
betrayed him with his enemy. He has to uncover the secret she's hiding—if he's to
claim his child!

The Strange Case of Origami Yoda (Origami Yoda #1)
Greek hotel magnate Chrysander Anetakis's former mistress was pregnant? And
had amnesia? That meant Marley Jameson didn't remember betraying him by
selling company secrets. Or that he'd thrown her out of his life. So he told her a
little white lie: they were engaged. Then he swept her away to his Greek island to
await the birth of his baby and enjoy her sudden devotion…before tossing her out.
But he didn't count on Marley regaining her memory so soon.

The Ruthless Marriage Proposal
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button is a short story written by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
First published in Collier s Magazine on May 27, 1922, it was subsequently
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anthologized in Fitzgerald s book Tales of the Jazz Age, which is occasionally
published as The Curious Case of Benjamin Button and Other Jazz Age Stories.

The Greek Billionaire's Baby Revenge
Xander: "Royal Prince Xander Demande needs to choose a wife before his thirtieth
birthday, or he will lose his crown. His list of potential candidates is long but
shortens to one woman after a brief encounter with the socially inept, but beautiful
and brilliant, Dr. Reanna Fielding. She never thought Prince Charming would come
for her. He never thought any woman would melt his heart. Love makes its own
rules, but will it save her when she defies not only him but the laws of his
kingdom? In Rubare Collina, a marriage proposal can be a dream come true--or a
death sentence"--Page 4 of cover.

Eligible Greeks
PREVIOUSLY RELEASED AS PART OF THE "SWEET TALK" BOX SET. This new release
contains new content and deleted material not previously published. Whitney
Steele loses her sister in the blink of an eye and is caring for her niece and
nephew, not knowing how she is going to get through the loss of the most
important person in her life. Liam Felton loses his brother and never gets to say
goodbye. Can these two people come together and mend what's been broken? Or
will fate take them down a different road altogether?

Owning Violet
Ignoring or avoiding Mikhail Benovich was not an option. When he wanted
something, he went after it with everything. Seeing Kristen across the room, he
decided he wanted her. A month after their first meeting, they were married. Two
months later, Kristen found herself pregnant. And two months after that, her
unborn baby girl was fighting for her life. Kristen left the stressful lifestyle, but
never meant to leave Mikhail. Diligently, she sent him a letter each month detailing
the progress of her pregnancy, the birth of their beautiful baby girl, and all the
milestones of her young life. Three years later, Mikhail finds one of those letters
and is furious, unaware until that moment that he is a father! He immediately goes
to find his daughter, determined to win custody, only to find that, not only does his
daughter recognize him, but his three year old daughter is barreling towards him,
throwing herself into his arms in her excitement that he’d finally arrived.
Something doesn’t add up and he’s determined to get to the bottom of the issue.
And get his family back, even if his estranged wife is opposed.

Rescue Me (Baby for the Billionaire, Book 6)
Raffaello (Rafe) Palazzo takes what he wants with no regrets. Arianna (Ari) Lynn
Harlow has led a charmed life until tragedy strikes her family. He's looking for a noemotions attached mistress, she's looking for redemption. They are not a pair that
should ever work, but undeniable attraction and devastating tragedies bring them
together in the city by the bay where he fights to keep their relationship nothing
more than an enjoyable way to meet his needs, and she battles to not lose herself
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in him. Spending time with Ari starts cracking the hard shell that Rafe has built
around his heart, but he denies the affect she has on him until it's too late to stop
the inevitable conclusion that their relationship is headed for.Rafe once believed in
happily ever after, coming from a large Italian family. He's got the Midas touch,
since every endeavor he tries turns to gold. That all ends when his wife walks out
the door and leaves him blindsided. His devastation quickly turns to steel when he
decides no woman will fool him again. From that point on he treats relationships as
nothing more than business transactions where both party's come out mutually
benefited.Just when Ari has sunk to the lowest she's ever been she finds an ad in
the paper announcing a job that's too good to be true. It turns out she's right. She
makes it through the intense rounds of interviews only to find out the job is for a
mistress to the powerful Rafe Palazzo, owner of Palazzo Enterprises. Rafe gives her
a day to think about whether she wants the position or not, and she's sent on her
way, only to find out her mother's near-terminal position has taken a turn for the
worse. Her mom's only in the hospital because Ari messed up, and her mother's
the one who paid the price. Is Rafe her savior, or will he take her with him straight
to the depths of hell?

SHEIKH'S BABY OF REVENGE
Joseph Anderson has decided it is time his three successful sons find brides. Joseph
wants grandbabies to fill his huge mansion, and he wants them immediately. His
eldest son Lucas is successful in all areas of his life except love. He has no desire
to have any woman enter that life causing chaos or using his family's name. Amy
Harper was raised in tragic circumstances and does not like pampered, rich men
who have been handed everything with a silver spoon. She spent years finishing
her education and was blessed to get a job with the famous Andersons
Corporation. Amy and Lucas will fight their attraction to each other, but find that
they cannot resist the sparks that fly. They take a journey together learning to
challenge, trust and ultimately.. love. When Amy becomes pregnant after a night
of passion with her boss, she is scared he will take the baby and run, but with the
love of Lucas's family, who are not only rich and successful, but also kind and
giving, she starts to realize that being rich does not make or break a man, and
starts to picture the happily ever after she never believed in for herself.

Pirate Tycoon, Forbidden Baby
The Curious Case Of Benjamin Button
Nicole Lander has no choice but to contact Ryan Titan, the boy she had loved
beyond compare when she was a teenager. Her sister was in desperate need of a
heart operation, or she would not live more than six months. Nicole had lied to
Ryan when they were teen's because she had not wanted him to find out about the
abuse she was going through from her father. When Ryan Titan gets the call from
Nicole, needing his help, he is ecstatic. He would finally get to exact his revenge
for her dumping him for not being good enough for her. He will help out her sister,
but she will pay him back every night until he is done with her. The problem is that
he has never felt about any other woman the way he feels about Nicole, and his
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revenge is turning into him wanting to walk her down the aisle.

HAVING THE TYCOON'S BABY
Determined to make Violet Fowler his own no matter what the cost, Ryder McKay,
who always gets what he wants, moves in when he knows she's most vulnerable,
but the tables turn when he starts to feel something real for a woman for the first
time in his life. Original. 35,000 first printing.

PICTURE OF INNOCENCE
Revenge is best served baby! When travel nurse Lilliana is coerced by a
mysterious entity into "interviewing" for the role of Norio Nakamura's next
mistress, she's pretty sure there's no way she'll get the job. She's awkward,
unrefined, and so not cut out to be anyone's spy--or a smoking hot Japanese
billionaire's lover. But then-WTH-she does get the job! And soon her arrangement
with Norio goes from a job she must do, to a passionate, barely contained affair.
She knows there's no way her clandestine relationship with the Japanese billionaire
will end in unicorns and rainbows, but there are two things she just doesn't see
coming: 1.Falling for the man she's been hired to betray and 2.What he does when
he discovers who she really is East and West passionately collide in this upcoming
steamy standalone AMBW romance from Theodora Taylor's wildly popular 50
Loving States series. Full of J-Drama with twists and turns that will keep you
swiping, find out what happens when a sweet travel nurse crosses the wrong
billionaire!

The Greek Tycoon's Revenge
【A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!】Rebecca works for an
airline that caters to wealthy clients ranging from Hollywood stars and royalty to
tycoons. Fraternizing with the airline’s clients is strictly forbidden, and she’s always
followed the company rule. But when she meets Alexandros, a world-renowned
architect, she succumbs to his overwhelming charm and passion and spends a
night with him. Though she enjoys their secret affair, she’s also in constant fear of
the end of the relationship. He’s a well-known playboy who keeps a girlfriend
everywhere he goes. How long can she continue this secret life where all she does
is long for his next visit?

His Revenge Baby
Wealth, power, charmi 1/2they have it all. What else could these handsome Greek
tycoons need? Brides? Leon Aristides believes in family, so when he hears his sister
has died and left a tiny son, he tracks down the woman looking after the boy and
insists she marries him! But Helen wants more than a protector or an incredible
loveri 1/2 Self-made billionaire Alexander Kosta sees feisty pint-sized beauty Ellie
Mendoras as a thorn in his side when it comes to his plans for the island of Lefkis, a
firecracker who needs to be tamedi 1/2and hei 1/2s just the man to do it! When
she inherited her familyi 1/2s business empire Tracey Von Axel went to Nikos
Lazaridis with a proposition; the Greek billionaire agreed to teach her how to win
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her boardroom battles but hei 1/2d do it by taking her right back to basicsi 1/2"

Baby for the Billionaire: Valente Must Marry / Inherited: One
Child / Billion-Dollar Baby Bargain (Mills & Boon M&B)
He was the most-sought-after male in town and he wanted Lauren Fletcher to find
him a wife. Matchmaking was Lauren's business, but she'd never thought Matt
Whittaker—gorgeous, rich and powerful—would need her type of help. Yet the
tycoon insisted only Lauren could get him the woman he wanted. After spending
several days—and nights—together, Lauren soon suspected that not just any
woman was going to fulfill Matt's needs. Perhaps the only woman able to capture
the tycoon's heart was the matchmaker herself!

Finding Forever
The billionaire will have what he wants! A Bride by Blackmail

The Tycoon's Baby
Australian billionaire Sebastian Armstrong thinks he knows his housekeeper well.
Emily's prim, proper and dedicated to her job. Outside she's a plain Jane, but inside
she's a passionate woman desperate to break out—and to forget that she's fallen
in love with her handsome boss. When Emily quits, Sebastian refuses to let her go.
Instead he devises a ruthless plan designed to keep Emily by his side, at his
bidding and in his bed!

The Tycoon's Proposal
Recounts the partnership between stop-motion photography inventor Eadweard
Muybridge and railroad tycoon and California governor Leland Stanford, whose
obsession with studying running horses helped launch the age of visual media.

Surrender
Eloise had fallen in love with powerful Greek tycoon Marcus Kouvaris. Now, years
later, Marcus holds her responsible for defrauding his uncleand he's come to get
his revenge! Actually, Eloise had nothing to do with the fraud—but with all the
evidence against her, she is powerless to stop Marcus carrying out his plan. Marcus
insists that to pay her debt she must live with him for a year. There's plenty of
passion—but can Eloise persuade Marcus that she's innocent, and claim his love?

The Tycoon's Pregnant Mistress
Damien Whitfield lost his father when he was an infant, and then lost his mother
when he was a young teenager. The only thing his mother left him was a thirst for
vengeance. On her deathbed she made him promise to seek revenge for those she
held responsible for her death. Damien grows up fast and conquers the business
world, going from a homeless boy to a billionaire bachelor. He has no time for love
in his quest for righting wrongs of the past. What he doesn't know is that love isn't
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something he can hide from. Sierra grew up with a monster of a father after losing
her mother at the tender age of six. Her dad punishes her for sins he assumes his
deceased wife made against him. Finally, her father does a business deal with
Damien Whitfield, selling Sierra to the highest bidder. Damien and Sierra may both
be running from old demon's and forging ahead to what they think are their perfect
futures, but fate has a way of changing everything. Take the journey with Damien
and Sierra as they fight a passion that won't be denied.

THE GREEK BILLIONAIRE'S BABY REVENGE
Derek Titan is a cutthroat business man that reached his way to the top without
looking back once. He left his poor roots behind, and now is seeking revenge for
the girl that not only got away, but took the last of his trust with her. Jasmine
Freeman had loved Derek with a teenager's naivet� and because her father lied to
her, she spent ten years thinking he had left her, and she has a secret that he is
about to find out. When Derek takes over Jasmine's father's company, they will be
together for the first time in ten years and their passion will rekindle. Derek is
determined to have Jasmine, and she is determined to fight him, but in the end
there is not much that can extinguish the blaze of passion between them. Take the
journey with Derek and Jasmine, and Derek's cousins who bring humor, love, and
character to the story. You will fall in love with Derek and then want to read about
his cousin's Drew and Ryan.

The Billionaire's Dance
Lady Amira’s strict earl father decided her marriage to a man she’d never met. She
refuses the arrangement by escaping out her bedroom window and almost falls…
As she clings onto the edge of the windowsill, she decides she’d rather die than be
trapped in her cage. That is until handsome Sheikh Adir comes to her rescue. The
two feel an instant deep connection and Adir promises Amira he’ll come back for
her. Four months later, on the day of her wedding, Adir finally returns and takes
Amira away, but for some reason he feels different from before… He tells Amira he
only rescued her to humiliate her fiancé! Not only that, but he takes her to his
kingdom and asks her to be his mistress!

The Billionaire Wins the Game
She hadn't known she'd slept with the boss. But the next morning Jewel Henley
learned the exotic stranger who'd swept her off her feet was her new employer,
Piers Anetakis. And before she could explain, Jewel found herself without a
job…and pregnant. After five months Piers had finally tracked down his one-night
lover. Determined to explain the mistakes that had been made, he was confronted
with an undeniable truth. Jewel was carrying his child. His Greek honor demanded
they marry. Yet was there more between them than lust…and was it enough to
make their marriage of convenience last?

Her Unexpected Hero
Kyle Armistead has the world at his fingertips. He's a world-renowned plastic
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surgeon living the dream on the sunny beaches of California, making the world
beautiful one person at a time. But one day he wakes up to find his life is empty.
He knows it's time to go home. So he leaves the sunny California shore and heads
home to rainy Seattle, Washington.Playing Frisbee in the park with his brothers, his
back is used as a launching pad for an overgrown dog. When the owner of the dog
bounces off his back and falls at his feet, he might start believing in love at first
sight. The girl gives him a sassy look and refuses to give her name, but he knows
he must have her. And so the chase begins.Patsy Lander has a great life: family,
friends, and a career she's just beginning in the magical world of plastics where
she can take something broken and make it whole again. Then she meets her
arrogant teacher, and her carefully laid plans are thrown out the window. She can
fight the chemistry all day long, but at the end of the day, Kyle might have more to
teach her than just how to hold a scalpel.This is the final book in the Tycoon Series.
There are guest appearances from other characters in Melody Anne's books
including the famous Joseph Anderson and one of her newest heroes, Kian Forbes
from the Undercover Billionaire Series. Come have fun in this newest sassy
romance from the multiple New York Times best selling author Melody Anne.

The Lost Tycoon
His mistress… Working for Nikos Stavrakis was exhilarating—until one night, when
he made love to Anna…. His baby… Anna believes Nikos is unfaithful, and flees.
Nine months later, she is left nursing a tiny baby…. His wife? Nikos is furious when
he discovers Anna's taken his son. He vows to seek retribution! He will make Anna
his bride, and teach her who's boss!

The Tycoon's Secret Affair
I understand how adultery happens. I know, your first thought is "Of course you
can - you're a cheater." That's true, but that's certainly not the whole story. That's
always what a cheater says, right? Once again, you are correct. If you're looking for
a typical romance, then run - run far. After ten years of marriage I realized my
husband barely touched me anymore. There was the obligational monthly sex, but
even that was starting to fizzle. I was twenty-nine and he was thirty-two. We
should've been doing it like bunnies, night and day, or at least a couple times a
week, to be more realistic. But that hadn't happened in years. It didn't hit me until
I'd been gone a couple of weeks. Then when I got home we both fell asleep that
night, me snuggled up against his back like we always slept. But that's all we did.
We just slept. No big deal you say? Wrong. It was a very big deal. It was the night I
realized we had a real problem. I have a choice to make, but I'm so torn. Do I stay
where I'm at or do I go with Kaden, with the man who's showing me I still have a lot
to live for

The Tycoon's Toddler Surprise
The first collection of short stories featuring one of the world's favorite fictional
detectives, Hercule Poirot No criminal can outwit Agatha Christie's famously
eccentric Belgian detective as he uses his little grey cells to solve a series of
ingenious crimes. From a film star's disappearing diamond to a death in a locked
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room to the abduction of a prime minister, no plot is too fiendishly clever to
withstand Hercule Poirot's deductive powers for long. A treat for mystery lovers of
all kinds, this collection of short stories proves once gain that Christie is the queen
of mystery.

PIRATE TYCOON, FORBIDDEN BABY
Lizzie desperately wants a baby, but she doesn’t have a partner. When she decides
to use artificial insemination, her friend Allie suggests that she use one of Allie’s
three brothers as the donor. The truth is that Lizzie has had a crush on Allie’s
brother Quentin for years…which is exactly why she doesn’t want to get him
involved in this. Quentin isn’t interested, either, and stubbornly rejects Allie’s
suggestion. Yet, for some reason, every time Lizzie finds another candidate father,
Quentin butts in to voice his disapproval. Lizzie tries to tell Quentin not to worry
about her choices and then, out of nowhere, he swoops in for a passionate kiss!

The Tycoon's Mistress
Cressy was astonished when Draco Viannis proposed. From the moment she'd met
the gorgeous Greek, Cressy couldn't get him out of her mind. The passion between
them was mind-blowing—but had it just been a holiday affair? Draco had other
ideas. He knew Cressy's family was in crisis, and he knew he was the only one who
could help—for a price. He wanted Cressy as his wife, and he was determined to
have her.

The Inventor and the Tycoon
The accidental husband! Webb Copeland had no trouble running a successful
business—but, as a gorgeous single father with an adorable fifteen-month-old baby
daughter, he did have problems dealing with all the women who seemed
determined to marry him! What he needed was to create a diversion: a wife for
hire…. Janey was perfect. She looked the part and she needed the money. Only, no
sooner did Janey have his ring on her finger, and his daughter in her arms, than
Webb started to with it wasn't just a temporary arrangement! DADDY BOOM Who
says bachelors and babies don't mix?

The Tycoon's Secret
Greek Tycoons
This is the second book in the 'Baby for the Billionaire' series. Drew Titan decides it
is time to take a vacation at one of his exotic resorts, and ends up literally running
into Trinity Mathews while he is surfing. They end up having a steamy romance
over the weeklong vacation, until she finds out he is the resort's owner, and had
lied to her. She has sworn off all business men, since she couldn't seem to find one
who knew how to remain faithful to her, which is what landed her at the resort in
the first place. She goes back home to discover that her first impulsive thing she
has done in her life has left her pregnant and alone, that is until Drew finds her and
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will not go away until she agrees to marry him. Come enjoy the adventures Drew
and Trinity take together in this fun filled story that has love, passion, fighting, and
making up. Drew's cousins Derek and Ryan add humor and even more love to the
adventure, and will leave you wanting a hunk of your own.

The Tycoon's Vacation
After her modeling career is destroyed by her conniving and greedy manager
boyfriend, Alyssa boards a plane to Montana on which she's upgraded to first class
and finds unexpected romance with her seatmate, a mysterious stranger who also
has a painful past. By the New York Times best-selling author of the Billionaire
Bachelors series. Original.

Poirot Investigates
Alex Anderson is a confirmed bachelor who loves to travel all around the globe and
romance as many woman as possible. That is until he meets Jessica Sanders.

The Tycoon's Revenge
Reece knew that Alanna would make the perfect trophy wife! Stunning and
sophisticated, she wanted nothing more than a marriage of convenience. And that
was fine by Reece! But suddenly, their comfortable life together was turned upside
down when Reece discovered that his wife had a dark past. But, he realized, he
wasn't prepared to lose Alanna — even if the only thing they shared was passion….

THE GREEK TYCOON'S BABY BARGAIN
Billionaire rock god Joseph Quinlan has a hot body, talented fingers, and thousands
of adoring fans but not the woman he wants. After spending one intimate and
memorable night with the beautiful and witty journalist Eleanor Davison, Joseph
realizes he may have said too much - way too much. Now he needs to keep
Eleanor close to find out whether she plans to betray him to the press, revealing
his family's darkest, most scandalous secrets. With steamy scenes, high passion,
and hot performances throughout, let The Billionaire's Revenge take you where the
music rocks hard - all night long.

Captivated by the Tycoon
In this funny, uncannily wise portrait of the dynamics of a sixth-grade class and of
the greatness that sometimes comes in unlikely packages, Dwight, a loser, talks to
his classmates via an origami finger puppet of Yoda. If that weren’t strange
enough, the puppet is uncannily wise and prescient. Origami Yoda predicts the
date of a pop quiz, guesses who stole the classroom Shakespeare bust, and saves
a classmate from popularity-crushing embarrassment with some well-timed advice.
Dwight’s classmate Tommy wonders how Yoda can be so smart when Dwight
himself is so clueless. With contributions from his puzzled classmates, Tommy
assembles this first case file in the blockbuster bestselling Origami Yoda series,
written by Tom Angleberger, author of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi: Beware the
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Power of the Dark Side, and hailed by School Library Journal as “honest, funny, and
immensely entertaining.” F&P Level: T F&P Genre: RF
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